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John Meyers Joins TechSource  

as Vice President, Federal Nuclear Programs 

Los Alamos, NM.  TechSource, Inc., a leading high-technology science and engineering consultancy 
offering recognized expertise in accelerator physics, nuclear sciences, engineering, systems engineering 
integration, and program and project management, is pleased to announce that John Meyers has joined 
its Executive Management Team as Vice President, Federal Nuclear Programs (VPFNP).   

As VPFNP, John will operate as principal officer for all National Nuclear Security Administration and 
Department of Energy (DOE) field business development activities.  John will leverage 30-plus years of 
experience to facilitate, execute, and formalize business development processes; enhance TechSource’s 
value proposition, operational controls, and administrative procedures; and drive client-centric sustainable 
growth.  

John is an accomplished, intuitive executive with comprehensive leadership and management experience 
gained from hands-on service within the DOE, its Defense Nuclear Facilities, and the Nuclear Security 
Enterprise. John also possesses significant proficiency in Start-up, Transition, and Early Stage 
Intervention activities associated with several key DOE Management & Operations and Tier-I contracts. 

“John joins TechSource at an important time in the company’s evolution,” said Jeffrey Giangiuli, 
TechSource’s Chief Operations Officer.  “As our company continues to expand, business development 
operations are at the core of our growth strategy.  I am excited to add John’s business building skillset to 
the TechSource team.  With his help, I am confident TechSource will achieve real results as we continue 
to deliver on our core mission of being the partner our clients need to realize mission fulfillment.” 

Prior to joining TechSource, John was the Executive Officer, Weapons Production for Triad NS, LLC's 
Strategic Subcontractor, HII.  

About TechSource 

Founded in 1997, TechSource is comprised of over 500 senior level engineers, scientists, and leaders from the 
national laboratories, Federal technology programs, and the nuclear industry. TechSource is recognized as an 
independent, qualified expert whose advice and products uniquely and effectively bridge technical and 
programmatic requirements. 

Press Contact 

For more information, please contact Ms. Carolyn Holland at cholland@techsource-inc.com. To learn more 
about TechSource please visit TechSource-Inc.com. 
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